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tions, by fencing off from the field of human action,
a certain district, which, though it in many parts
bear fruits on which they cast a longing eye, they
cannot but confess to be forbidden ground. They
next assign to religion a portion, larger or smaller,
according to whatever may be their circumstances
and views, in which however she is to possess
merely a qualified jurisdiction ; and having so done,
they conceive that without let or hindrance they
have a right to range at will over the spacious
remainder. Religion can claim only a stated pro-
portion of their thoughts, their time, their fortune,
and influence; and of these, or perhaps of any of
them, if they make her any thing of a liberal allow-
ance, she may well be satisfied: the rest is now
their own to do what they will with; they have paid
their tithes, say rather their composition, the demands
of the Church are satisfied, and they may surely be
permitted to enjoy what she has left without moles-
tation or interference.
It is scarcely possible to state too strongly the
mischief which results from this fundamental error.
At the same time its consequences are so
natural and obvious, that one would think
it scarcely possible not to foresee that of the above-
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art of human actions is considered as in- ertor'
ifferent. If men are not chargeable with actual
vices, and are decent in the discharge of their reli-
gious duties ; if they do not stray into the forbidden
ground, if they respect the rights of the conceded
allotment, what more can be expected from them ?
Instead of keeping at a distance from all sin, in
which alone consists our safety, they will be apt not
to care how near they approach what they conceive
to be the boundary line; if they have not actually

